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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new data compression based ECG biomet-
ric method for personal identification and authentication. The ECG is an emerg-
ing biometric that does not need liveliness verification. There is strong evidence
that ECG signals contain sufficient discriminative information to allow the iden-
tification of individuals from a large population. Most approaches rely on ECG
data and the fiducia of different parts of the heartbeat waveform. However non-
fiducial approaches have proved recently to be also effective, and have the advan-
tage of not relying critically on the accurate extraction of fiducia. We propose a
non-fiducial method based on the Ziv-Merhav cross parsing algorithm for symbol
sequences (strings). Our method uses a string similarity measure obtained with
a data compression algorithm. We present results on real data, one-lead ECG,
acquired during a concentration task, from 19 healthy individuals, on which our
approach achieves 100% subject identification rate and an average equal error
rate of 1.1% on the authentication task.

1 Introduction

Biometrics deals with identification of individuals based on their physiological or be-
havioral characteristics [1]. Traditional methods of biometric identification, include
those based on physiological characteristics like fingerprints or iris, and those based on
behavioral characteristics like signature or speech. Although some technologies have
gained more acceptance than others, the field of biometrics for access control plays an
important role in the security at airports, industry and corporate workplaces, for exam-
ple. But some technologies lack robustness against falsification. Some may be based
on such characteristics that for a group of people is difficult to acquire or even that
characteristics is missing.

The electrocardiogram (ECG) is an emerging biometric measure which exploits a
physiological feature that exists on every human and there is a strong evidence that the
ECG is sufficiently discriminative to identify individuals from a large population. The
ECG feature allows liveliness detection (intrinsic), personal identification and authen-
tication, and different stress or emotion states detection [2]. The ECG is a behavioral
biometric trait that can be used with other biometric measures [3], as a complementary
feature, for fusion in a multimodal physiological authentication system [4, Ch. 18] and
for continuous authentication where biological signatures are continuously monitored
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(easily done by using new signal acquisition technologies like the Vital Jacket [5], [6])
in order to guarantee the identity of the operator throughout the whole process [7].

Fig. 1. Example of four latency times (features) measured from the P, QRS and T complexes of
an ECG heartbeat for fiducial-based feature extraction.

A typical ECG signal of a normal heartbeat can be divided into3 parts, as depicted
in Fig. 1: the P wave (or P complex), which indicates the startand end of the atrial
depolarization of the heart; the QRS complex, which corresponds to the ventricular
depolarization; and, finally, the T wave (or T complex), which indicates the ventricular
repolarization. It is known that the shape of these complexes differs from person to
person, a fact which has stimulated the use of the ECG as a biometric [8].

In a broad sense, one can say there are two different approaches in the literature
concerning feature extraction from ECG: fiducial [8], [9], [10], [11], and non-fiducial
[12], [13]. Fiducial methods use points of interest within asingle heartbeat waveform,
such as local maxima or minima; these points are used as reference to allow the defi-
nition of latency times, as shown in Fig. 1. Several methods exist that extract different
time and amplitude features, using these reference points.Non-fiducial techniques aim
at extracting discriminative information from the ECG waveform without having to lo-
calize fiducial points. In this case, a global pattern from several heartbeat waveforms
may be used as a feature. Some methods combine these two different approaches or are
partially fiducial [14] (e.g., they use only the R peak as a reference for segmentation of
the heartbeat waveforms).

Biel et al. [8] pioneered the use of the ECG as a biometric for personal identifi-
cation. They used a 12-lead ECG but ended up concluding that one lead was enough
because 12-lead ECG systems require meticulous placement of the electrodes on each
person, which is not practical. Using a proprietary equipment from SIEMENS, 30 fidu-
cial features were extracted; a feature selection algorithm allowed concluding that the
best results were with 10 features. Classification was basedon the principal component
analysis (PCA) of each class. The purpose was to identify 20 subjects at rest and they
achieved an accuracy of 100%.
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Recent studies have shown that non-fiducial approaches alsoallow successful per-
sonal identification using the ECG heartbeat signal.

Chiu et al. [13], using a one-lead ECG, introduced a system based on a 3-step fea-
ture extraction method. It uses QRS complex detection (withthe So and Chan method
[15]) and waveform alignment in the time domain; the features extracted are based on
the discrete wavelet transform. A nearest neighbor classifier based on the Euclidean dis-
tance between pairs of feature vectors is used. The purpose was to identify 35 subjects
(no activity specified) from the QT database [16]. The results obtained were: 100% of
accuracy on person identification and 0.83% FAR (false acceptance rate) and 0.86%
FRR (false rejection rate) for authentication.

This paper introduces a new non-fiducial ECG-biometric method that uses averaged
single heartbeat waveforms and is based on data compressiontechniques, namely the
Ziv-Merhav cross parsing (ZMCP) algorithm for sequences ofsymbols. We present
results on real data, using one-lead ECG acquisition duringa concentration task. Notice
that a study [2] with the dataset showed the existence of differentiated states in the
data representing the ECG signal of a subject due to detectable changes along the time
in the acquired signal. On a set of 19 healthy individuals, our method achieves 100%
subject identification (recognition) rate and an average equal error rate of 1.1% on the
authentication (verification) task.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we reviewthe fundamental
tools underlying our approach: Lempel-Ziv string parsing and compression; the Ziv-
Merhav cross parsing algorithm. Section 3 presents the proposed classification method.
Experimental results are presented in Section 4, while Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 The Lempel-Ziv and Ziv-Merhav Algorithms

The Lempel-Ziv (LZ) algorithm is a well-known tool for text compression [17], [18],
[19], [20], which in recent years has also been used for classification purposes (see [21]
and references therein). In particular, in [21], we have shown how the Ziv-Merhav (ZM)
method for measuring relative entropy [22] (which is based on Lempel-Ziv-type string
parsing) achieves state-of-the-art performance in a specific text classification task. We
will now briefly review these algorithms.

– The incremental LZ parsing algorithm [18], is a self parsingprocedure of a se-
quence intoc(z) distinct phrases such that each phrase is the shortest sequence that
is not a previously parsed phrase. For example, letn = 11 andz = (01111000110),
then the self incremental parsing yields(0, 1, 11, 10, 00, 110), namely,c(z) = 6.

– The ZM (cross parsing) algorithm, a variant of the LZ parsingalgorithm, is a se-
quential parsing of a sequencez with respect to another sequencex (cross parsing).
Let c(z|x) denote the number of phrases inz with respect tox. For example, let
z be as above andx = (10010100110); then, parsingz with respect tox yields
(011, 110, 00110), that isc(z|x) = 3.

Roughly speaking, we can seec(z) as a measure of the complexity of the sequence
z, while c(z|x), the code-length obtained when codingz using a model forx (cross
parsing), can be seen as an estimate of the cross complexity [23]. It is expectable that
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the cross complexity is low when the two sequences are very similar; this is the key
idea behind the use of ZM cross parsing in classification [21], which in this paper will
be adopted for ECG-based personal identification and authentication.

Fig. 2. The original LZ77 algorithm uses a sliding window over the input sequence to update the
dictionary; in our implementation of ZM cross parsing algorithm, the dictionary is static and only
the lookahead buffer (LAB) slides over the input sequence.

An implementation of the ZM cross parsing algorithm as a component of a ZM
method for relative entropy estimation was proposed in [21], based on a modified LZ77
[17] algorithm, where the dictionary is static and only the lookahead buffer slides over
the input sequence, as shown in Fig. 2 (for more details, see [21]). This very same
implementation of the cross parsing, using a 64 Kbyte dictionary and a 256 byte look
ahead buffer, was used in the experiments reported below.

3 Proposed Methods

To use ZM-based tools for identification or authentication,a necessary first step is the
conversion of the ECG (discrete-time analog) signal into a sequence of symbols (text).
In this paper, we propose a very simple approach based on quantization. Assuming we
are given a set of single heartbeat waveforms (resulting from a segmentation prepro-
cessing stage), we simply apply 8-bit (256 levels) uniform quantization, thus obtaining
a sequence of symbols (from a 256 symbols alphabet) from eachsingle heartbeat.

Quantizers with fewer bits were considered in early experiments but discarded be-
cause they didn’t perform as well as the 8-bit quantizer. Higher values were not consid-
ered for sake of system implementation simplicity and because of the good performance
obtained with 8 bits.

Consider a collection of training samples partitioned intoK classes (the set of sub-
jects to be identified):X = {X1, X2,...,XK}. For each subject/classk, Xk containsn
strings obtained from the same number of heartbeats using the quantization procedure
described in the previous paragraph. A stringxk is formed by concatenating then train-
ing strings of subjectk; stringxk is, in some sense, a “model” representing the shape
of the heartbeats of subjectk.
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3.1 Identification

Given a test samplez (containing the string representingm heartbeats) obtained from
an unknown subject (assumed to be one from which the trainingset was obtained), its
identity is estimated as follows:

k̂(z) = arg min
k∈{1,...,K}

c(z|xk),

wherec(z|xk) is computed by the ZM cross parsing (ZMCP) algorithm, as described
in Section 2. In other words, the test sample is classified as belonging to the subject that
leads to its shortest description. Although using different tools, this approach is related
in spirit with theminimum incremental coding length (MICL) approach [24].

3.2 Authentication

The authentication (verification) procedure depends on a threshold level, which depends
itself from the range of values ofc(z|xk). In order to limit its variation to a predefined
set of values, normalization is used. Since in the worst casethe description length, re-
sulting from the ZMCP algorithm for the test samplez, is the length ofz, the normalized
description lengthcn(z|xk) is defined as follows:

cn(z|xk) =
c(z|xk)

len(z)
,

wherelen(z) is the number of bytes in test samplez. Notice thatcn(z|xk) ∈ [0, 1].
Test sample verification is made by comparing the value ofcn(z|xk) when using the
claimed identity model with a threshold value∈ [0, 1], previously set according to a
selected error rate, false acceptance rate (FAR), or false rejection rate (FRR). It decides
for genuine when the comparison result is less or equal to theselected threshold level.

4 Experiments

The architecture of the proposed ECG-based biometric system for person identification
and authentication follows the same model proposed by Jain et al in [1]. Fig. 3 shows
the block diagram of the implemented system for the authentication task.
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Fig. 3.Block diagram of the implemented system, for the authentication task, is shown using the
five main modules of a biometric system, i.e., sensor, preprocessing, feature extraction, matcher
and system database.

4.1 Data Collection

The ECG waveform dataset used was acquired using one lead, inthe context of the
Himotion project.4 The dataset contains ECG recordings from 19 subjects acquired
during a concentration task on a computer, designed for an average completion time of
10 minutes. All the acquired ECG signals were normalized andband-pass filtered (2–
30Hz) in order to remove noise. Each heartbeat waveform was sequentially segmented
from the full recording and then all the obtained waveforms were aligned by their R
peaks. From the resulting collection of ECG heartbeat waveforms, the mean wave for
groups of 10 consecutive waveforms (without overlap) was computed. Each of these
mean waveforms is what we call a single heartbeat in Section 3.

An intra-class study [2] with the dataset, in the context of the exploration of elec-
trophysiological signals for emotional states detection,showed the existence of differ-
entiated states in the data that represent the ECG signal of asubject. To deal with this
intra-class differences the proposed method includes in the “model” (as mentioned in
Section 3) single heartbeats randomly selected from the whole ECG signal sample.

The reported results are averages over 50 runs. In each run, we partition the set of
heartbeats of each subject into two mutually exclusive subsets: one of these subsets is
used to form the training data setX = {X1,X2,...,XK}, while the other is used to build
the test waveforms. We consider several values forn (the length of the “model” strings)
as well as form (the length of the test waveforms).

4.2 Identification Results

The results for the identification experiment, which are depicted in Fig. 4, show that the
proposed method achieves 100% accuracy form = 12 andn = 13 or n = 20. This
is better than the results reported in [11] over the same dataset. The approaches in [8],
[9], [13], were not tested on the same dataset, so the resultsare not directly comparable.
Notice that using onlym = 5 waveforms for the test patterns, we already reach an
accuracy around 99.5%. As expected, the accuracy increasesboth withn andm.

4 https://www.it.pt/autotempweb pagepreview.asp?id=305
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Fig. 4. Mean recognition error and standard deviation intervals for subject identification when
considering a variable number of waveforms as test samples.

4.3 Authentication Results

Regarding verification (authentication) three different test were made. The first test fol-
lows the model shown in Fig. 3. The results, which are depicted in Fig. 5 (a), show
that the proposed method achieves an overall equal error rate EER≈ 6%. Notice that
one can lower the error rate using lower threshold values butthen the system will reject
more legitmate users. However, it is possible to use lower threshold values if we use a
different value for each subject (user-tuned thresholds).

The second test also follows the model shown in Fig. 3 but now the threshold is user-
tuned. An equal error rate (EER) was computed for each subject and then an average
EER is reported. The test results presented in Table 1 show that the proposed method
outperforms fiducial approaches results reported in [25] and [26], over the same dataset.

Table 1.Comparison of verification related work results with our method, over the same dataset.

Reference Feature EER
Oliveira and Fred [26]Fiducial (1-NN classifier)8.0 %

Gamboa [25] Fiducial (user tuned) 1.7 %
Proposed method Non-fiducial (user tuned)1.1 %

On the last verification test, we evaluate the combination ofmultiple source acqui-
sition signals, classified by a bank of classifiers with the same structure of the first test,
shown in Fig. 3, and a final decision made according to the majority voting criterion.
Given a test sample (of lengthm = 12), it was decomposed in 64 different ways into
samples of lengthm = 6 which were classified by a bank of 64 classifiers using the
same threshold level and the same database. The results in Fig. 5 (b) show that this
multiple classifier strategy doesn’t improve the performance.
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Fig. 5. ROC curves for the verification task (the solid straight linehas slope 1, for reference pur-
poses). Left plot: results for different n and m values; notice the improvement with the increase
of m andn. The best equal error rate (EER) is close to 6%. Right plot: results for single classi-
fiers versus a bank of 64 classifiers with the same structure for combination of multiple source
acquisition signals.

5 Summary and Conclusions

We have presented a method for personal identification and authentication from one-
lead ECG signals which involves no explicit feature extraction other than 8 bit uniform
quantization of the waveforms. The classifier is based on theZiv-Merhav cross pars-
ing (ZMCP) algorithm, which is an estimator of the algorithmic cross-complexity [23],
used to measure the similarity between the model waveforms and the test waveforms.
Experiments carried out on a dataset with 19 healthy subjects, for whom the existence
of differentiated states in the ECG data of a subject has beenshown [2], showed that
our method achieves 100% accuracy in recognition (identification) and an average equal
error rate close to 1.1% in verification (authentication) tasks. Although further experi-
ments, on other datasets, are needed to assess the relative performance of the proposed
method, with respect to other state-of-the-art techniques, these results demonstrated the
validity of our approach as a tool for personal identification and authentication, and
of the ECG signal as a viable biometric. Future work will include tests with the Max-
Lloyd quantizer and further evaluation of our method when used in an adaptive way for
authentication purposes with continuous biometrics systems [7].
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